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1. Achieved results
Referred thesis deals with determination of basic dimensions and design of the coolers used for three-
stage piston compressor located in laboratory of power engineering department. In the first theoretical
part student deals with compressors and cooling of multi-stage compression including working
principle and main parts of piston compressors. Second part is focused on measurement possibility of
compressed air and cooling medium including design layout of coolers arrange. Third part deals with
calculation of three-stage compression to determine the main dimensions of designed coolers
including the computational program as well.
The computational program in Excel was created to obtain basic information about dimensions of
coolers and lenght of used pipes respecting the possible change of input parameters which is one of
the important result of this thesis. The next important result is basic design of each used cooler. The
designed coolers and their arrange in the test line including measurement points will be usable for
laboratory research of three-stage cooled compression.

2. Problematics of thesis
The work deals with actual topic connected with cooling of the multi-stage compression. The work is
focused on design of two intercoolers and aftercooler which can be used for real compressor located
in laboratory.  The content of the work has good technical level and meets with requests of diploma
thesis at technical university.

3. Student’s proceed to work at thesis
Student worked individually and the consultation were used only for solution of specific problems
connected with calculations.

4. Formal essentials of thesis
I consider formal essentials of this work as correct. The work has good technical level and is
comprehensible.

5. Questions to student
1) On the figure 19, 22 and 25 the value "h"(mm) and r1, r2 (mm) is given. Is this correct
information? Explain the heat transfer through copper tube and calculation of the tube length.
2) By used the figure 14 or model of cooler explain the main dimensions which you have used for
calculation of heat transfer (d, D, D1, D2, L, l).

6. General revaluation of thesis
The referred diploma thesis is original technical work connected with design of a coolers used for
research of multi-stage compression which could be further developed in laboratory conditions and
therefore I fully recommend this thesis to be defended.
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